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Get Gone
Us The Duo

This is my first tab! Some of these chords may not be the exact ones used, but
they make sense and sound good.

If you are really intent on replicating the beginning:
Em (Down, Up-Down) -
Then I pluck 5th string, 2nd fret
Then I pluck 4th string, open
Then strum down on Em chord

I do this pattern four times to sound like the opening. 
At the end I pluck 6th string, 10th fret (from capo) and slide down to 3rd fret

[Verse 1]
Em        G
I know my trigger now
Am
And you re one of them
C                               D
You share your opinions but I m sick of them, yeah
Em        G
You don t make me angry
Am
You make me furious
C                       D
What do I have to do to shut you up?

[Pre-Chorus]
Am                           C
You think you have the power but I m still ahead
Am                             B7
You re right in your apartment while I m in my kingsize bed

[Chorus]
Em
You need to get gone
G
I need to let you go
Am                           B7
I m used to running fast but you re so slow, hey
Em
You need to get gone
G
You keep on hurting me
Am                        B7
But I can fix that if you get away from me



                Em
Oh-oh-oh, get gone

(Intro on Em again, only twice this time with slide at end)

[Verse 2]
Em            G                Am
You yell your orders while you live in your fantasy
C                             D
You re only where you re at because of me
Em             G
Your play will soon be over
Am
The bad guys always lose
C                               D
When you come running back I ll still refuse

[Pre-Chorus]
Am                           C
You think you have the power but I m still ahead
Am                             B7
You re right in your apartment while I m in my kingsize bed

[Chorus]
Em
You need to get gone
G
I need to let you go
Am                           B7
I m used to running fast but you re so slow, hey
Em
You need to get gone
G
You keep on hurting me
Am                        B7
But I can fix that if you get away from me
                Em
Oh-oh-oh, get gone

Em, G, F#, F x2

[Bridge]
Em          G
You need to get gone, baby
F#                 F
Get gone away from me
Em          G
You need to get gone, baby
F#                 F
Get gone away from me



Em          G
You need to get gone, baby
F#                 F
Get gone away from me
Em          G
You need to get gone, baby
F#                 F
Get gone away from me, ooh yeah

[Chorus 2]
G
I need to let you go
Am                           B7
I m used to running fast but you re so slow, hey
Em
You need to get gone
G
You keep on hurting me
Am                        B7
But I can fix that if you get away from me
B7
Oh-oh-oh
B7
Just get away from me
B7
Oh-oh-oh
    Em
Get gone


